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Abstract 
  

Real-Time scheduling of nurses is a highly challenging assignment for the 

Head in-charge in the health organizations, owing to different preferences, 

various constrictions, and discordant rules. The number of shifts, previous 

shifts allotted, skill set, affinity, overtime, unexpected leave are important 

constrictions to be considered. Therefore, the scheduling of nurses is a multi-

criteria decision-making problem.  

Currently, the scheduling is carried out by humans based on the availability 

of resources. This results in the inefficient allocation and leads to wastage of 

manpower and resources. Hence, it is inevitable to design a system keeping 

the focus on green energy and energy saving. The constrictions can be 

classified as hard and soft. An effective real-time Nurse Scheduling system 

has been designed adopting a hybrid approach of P system and Genetic  
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Algorithm. Firstly, the set of nurses are identified based on the hard 

constrictions using the P system. Secondly, the nurses are clustered based on 

the soft constrictions using the genetic algorithm. To perform the 

experimentation on the proposed system incorporating the constrictions, a 

health care provider in Coimbatore District of Tamil Nadu, India has been 

identified with around 1000 nurses. The system has been implemented and 

the experimental analysis shows that the proposed system is effective and 

efficient in terms of nurse satisfaction, clinical care, and improved retention 

ratio resulting in energy saving. 
 

Keyword: Effective Real-time Nurse Scheduling; P System; Genetic 

Algorithm; Hard and soft constrictions, Green computing. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

In today’s scenario, there is a drastic increase in the number of healthcare 

providers which has led to the increased demand for doctors and nurses. The 

number of nurses is scarce concerning the growing demand [10]. The 

challenges in the scheduling of nurses are very paramount in any healthcare 

organization, owing to different working constrictions[16][17][18]. 

Therefore, scheduling of nurses is an important challenge due to varying skill 

sets, overtime, unexpected leave, etc. Improper scheduling of nurses will 

result in wastage of energy due to travel and paper works. Hence, it is 

inevitable to design and deploy a scheduling system optimizing the green 

energy requirement. The real-time nurse duty schedule is generated by a 

hybrid approach of the P system and Genetic Algorithm (GA). The 

scheduling of nurses is performed in two phases based on the type of 

constrictions. Hard constrictions are incorporated using the P system and that 

of soft constrictions using Genetic Algorithm. The goal of the proposed work 

is to optimize and satisfy the working criteria of each nurse as per the health 

care provider demands, reduction of overtime, increased nurse satisfaction, 

improved retention rate, and better clinical care.  

This paper discusses the existing literature in Section 2. The identified 

constrictions influencing nurse scheduling in Section 3. The proposed 

framework and the methodology is explained in detail in Section 4. The 

experimental analyses are explained in Section 5 concluded by Section 6.  

 

2 Literature Review 
 

An extensive literature survey has been carried out to understand the 

challenges and the constrictions in nurse scheduling. Scheduling of nurses is 

a strenuous assignment owing to the numerous dynamic requirements 

[19][20]. Working hours, shifts allotted for every nurse, the number of 

continuous shifts allocated, and leave requisitions are some of the important  
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requirements to be considered during scheduling. Ramy Refat et al. in [1] 

proposed a Quality-Based Nurse Scheduling model (QBNS). It solved the 

nurse scheduling problem by scheduling nurse’s duty by classifying the 

requirements as hard and soft.  

In [2], Ziran Zheng et al. proposed a randomized variable neighborhood 

search algorithm. The algorithm used random group operators to search near-

optimal solutions. The algorithm applied a cycle shift operator to avoid local 

optima. A two-phase strategy was proposed by Christos Valouxis et al. 

(2012). Firstly, the overall workload for each nurse was finalized. Secondly, 

shifts were allocated. The framework proposed by Gino Lim et al. in [3] 

consisted of two core optimization models to schedule the nurses. Firstly, the 

multi-objective model assigned nurses to the forthcoming surgery cases. 

Secondly, the model generated lunch break assignments once their workloads 

were finalized. 

Assignment of nurses to surgeries proposed in [4] considers their skill 

set. Nurses were allotted shifts based on requirements, constrictions, and the 

tentative surgery schedule. The ε-constraint method was adopted. It was 

found that the affinities between the surgical team members were highly 

sensitive to their performance. Mohsen Bagheri et al.[5] developed a 

stochastic optimization model, considering the unpredictable demand and 

preference of variable stay period of patients. The sample Average 

Approximation (SAA) method was used to obtain an optimal schedule for 

minimizing the normal workload and also the overtime.  

Bayesian optimization algorithm, proposed in [6] involved identifying an 

appropriate scheduling rule from a set for each nurse’s assignment. Uwe 

Aickelin et al (2003) adopted the Bayesian optimization algorithm to learn 

from previous solutions to modify the ruleset.  

Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA), proposed by [7] [8] 

implemented explicit learning by adopting the Bayesian network. The 

conditional probability of every requirement was calculated according to an 

initial set of preferable solutions. If terminating conditions were not met, the 

conditional probabilities were updated again. [9] proposed a hyper-heuristic 

learning model which was capable of self-improvement. Based on the 

literature survey [10], the constrictions required for scheduling of nurses 

have been identified and a hybridized algorithm using P system and Genetic 

Algorithm has been proposed and implemented. 

 

3 Constrictions influencing Nurse Scheduling 
 

The constrictions can be classified based on its fuzziness involved in 

adapting. 

The Hard Constrictions [1] are as follows:  

1. Previous Shifts.  
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2. Skill Set 

3. Experience 

The Soft constrictions [1] [2] are as follows: 

1. Affinity     
2. Overtime (OT) 

3. Unexpected leave(UL) 

4. Feedback (FB) 

 

4 Proposed Dynamic Nurse Scheduling Algorithm 
 

The proposed dynamic nurse scheduling framework is depicted in Figure 

1. The appointed nurses register their respective details such as experience, 

skill set, etc., in the nurse database. The PGA nurse scheduling algorithm 

gets the input from the nurse database and perform dynamic scheduling. The 

job of the nurses are monitored and the feedback about their job are updated 

by the Head In-charge. 

P system, Bio-inspired distributed parallel computing model proved to be 

powerful and effective in solving multi-criteria decision-making problems in 

linear polynomial time [11] [14] [15] P system is characterized by non-

determinism, scalability, etc., GA based P system has been adopted as a 

dynamic nurse scheduling system for scheduling nurses into different shifts 

dynamically. The information of the nurses is obtained from the nurse 

database. The feasible set of nurses satisfying the nurse constrictions are 

obtained through P system. Based on the soft constrictions the nurses are 

clustered using genetic algorithm. The nurse schedule is ready when the 

clusters satisfies the accuracy threshold. The complete workflow is depicted 

in Figure 2. 

   

 
Figure 1 Proposed Dynamic Nurse Scheduling Framework 
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Figure 2: Workflow of PGA algorithm 

 

The GA based P system for the nurse scheduling is modeled as a P 

system having membrane structure M with inner membranes µij representing 

the hard constrictions, where i is the level of the inner membrane and j, is the 

subclass  in the ith membrane. The hard constrictions to be satisfied are 

considered for framing evolution and communication rules of the inner 

membranes. The subset of nurses in each inner membrane satisfies the subset 

of hard constrictions    satisfying the nurses to be identified. 

    is the initial set of nurses over    in the region of     of M 

    is the finite set of progressive rules in the region     of the form 

    where           and       

     is the finite set of conveying rules among the membranes of the form 

(            )  is the conveying rule that occurs from the i
th
 to the 

(i+1)
th
 region. 
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            is the rule that represents the communication between the ith 

region and the environment. 

The preference for soft constrictions varies from one health care 

professional to the other. Among all the soft constrictions, affinity plays a 

significant role in nurse scheduling. Hence, genetic algorithm-based 

clustering has been considered [12][13]. Steps followed for clustering using 

genetic algorithm.  
Step 1: Formation of Initial Clusters  

  {          } be the set of a vector representing the affinity of the 

nurses to work under the doctor and the head in-charge. Each affinity 

element       is a d- dimensional vector. The affinity element       is 

modeled as a gene. Given a set    {             }, let            
denote the centroid of a cluster in the solution space. The affinity variance 

    of the k
th
 nurse towards every cluster in    is calculated using  

            ∑              
   

                                  (1) 

                               (           )                      (2) 

                                            (3) 

                                                     (4) 
Step 2: Crossover  

Among the various crossover techniques, Shuffle Crossover has been 

applied to produce new offspring. It is a combination of the 1-Point 

Crossover technique and shuffling. Crossover aids us to change the affinity 

and identify whether the nurse can be best suited for any other cluster. 

Step 3: Mutation 

Among the various types of mutation, swap mutation has been identified. 

Two positions on the chromosome are selected at random, and values are 

interchanged, enabling the nurse to be more suitable for a particular cluster.  

Step 4: Termination Condition 

The first three steps are repeated until the following termination 

conditions are satisfied.  

i. The number of nurses in a cluster satisfies the requirement.  

ii. There is no shuffling of nurses between the consecutive iterations. 

 

5 Experimental Analysis  
 

The algorithm has been implemented using Python as the front end and 

Oracle as the database. The proposed work has been implemented in a health 

care provider for scheduling of nurses. Various experimental analysis has 

been carried out and is elaborated below. 

 

5.1 Experimental Analysis on the Accuracy of Clusters 
 

The clusters were generated for various shifts based on the requirement 

of the various subdomains in the health care incorporating P, GA, and P_GA. 

The performance in terms of accuracy is represented in figure 3. It has been  
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identified that P_GA has outperformed the other two methodologies. It 

outperformed the P system due to the inherent property of dynamic 

clustering and that of GA due to the local optima issue.  

 
Figure 3 Analysis on the Accuracy of Clusters 

 

5.2 Experimental Analysis on Clinical Care 
 

The Clinical Care was continuously monitored and rated when the 

schedules are created manually, or by P, GA, and P_GA. The performance 

in terms of clinical care is represented in figure 4. It has been identified that 

P_GA has outperformed the others due to their satisfaction level in the real-

time schedule created.  

 

 
 

Figure 4 Analysis on Clinical Care 

 

5.3 Experimental Analysis on the Satisfaction Level of the 
Nurses 

 

A survey was conducted among the nurses to understand the satisfactory 

level of the nurses for the schedule generated by the proposed architecture 

and is compared with the schedules generated manually, and also using P 

and GA. The satisfaction level of the nurses is tabulated in figure 5. 
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Figure 6 Analysis on the expected satisfaction of the nurses 

 

 
Figure 5 Analysis on the Satisfaction Level of Nurses 

 

The satisfaction of nurses was rated on a four-point scale as poor, 

average, good, and excellent. It was found that around 94% expressed 

excellent satisfaction is shown in figure 6.  
 

5.4 Experimental Analysis on Overtime 
 

The analysis on Overtime is shown in Figure 7. The schedule created by 

the proposed method imposes only less number of overtime in terms of days 

over a year due to its dynamicity of analyzing the constrictions.  
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Figure 7 Analysis on the Overtime Required 

 

5.5 Experimental Analysis on Energy 

 

 
Figure 8:  Analysis on the average energy consumed  

 
The analysis on energy consumption is shown in Figure 8. The schedule 

created by the proposed method requires minimal energy consumption. The 

manual method requires a day long work which requires more electricity 

consumption. But the automated system can produce the schedule in a few 

seconds. Due to the inherent property of PGA, the same outperforms P and 

GA systems leading to less energy consumption.  

 
 
6 Conclusion and Future Work 

 

This paper presented a new P_GA approach that considers both the hard 

and soft constrictions. The experimentations on the proposed system 

incorporating the constrictions were carried out in a health care provider in  
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Coimbatore District of Tamil Nadu, which has been identified with around 

1000 nurses. The system has been implemented and the experimental 

analysis shows that the proposed system is effective and efficient in terms of 

accuracy, nurse satisfaction, clinical care, and reduced overtime improving 

the green energy. 
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